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Large Stock Dividend Yield Versus 10Year Treasury Yield

In an article back in October
2011, COMPASS highlighted
the fact that the S&P 500's
dividend yield was greater than
the 10-year Treasury yield.
As we stated then, "when this
has occurred in the modern
era, stocks significantly
outperformed bonds during the
following 1 - 3 years."
Since October 2011, the S&P
500 has gained more than
75%. While stocks are no
longer inexpensive on an
absolute basis, they remain
cheap relative to bonds.

In the recent context of likely-to-rise-at-any-time
interest rates, it may be interesting to take a look at the
historical relationship between stock and bond yields.
As illustrated in the image, stock dividend yields were
much higher than 10-year government-bond yields
before 1957, with dividend payouts a form of
compensation for the additional risk of investing in
stocks.
In the more modern period, this relationship has
changed. As capital appreciation became a bigger
driver of stock performance, bonds became the main
engine for potentially steady income generation. After
10-year Treasury rates significantly declined following
the 2008 financial crisis, stocks yielded more than 10year Treasury bonds for the first time since 1957.
Recent rising interest rates, however, have pushed
government yields above stock dividends once again.
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COMPASS Wealth Management,
LLC is a client-focused wealth
management firm dedicated to
providing superior advice to
individuals, families, and
corporate retirement plans.

We take pride in offering you
expert financial advice along with
personalized service. Assisting
you in reaching your financial
goals is our business and we take
that responsibility very seriously.

Our wealth management services
include investment management,
retirement and gift planning,
education funding, and other
advisory services.

For details on the selection
criteria used to determine the
recipients of the FIVE STAR
Wealth Manager award, please
visit our web site.
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